
correspond
I

[͵kɒrıʹspɒnd] v
1. (with, to) соответствовать, отвечать

the house exactly corresponds to my needs - дом именно такой, как мне нужно
his words and actions do not correspond, his actions do not correspond with his words - слова у него расходятся с делом

2. (to) представлять собою, соответствовать, равняться; быть аналогичным
the double lines on the map correspond to roads - двойные линии на карте обозначают дороги
his expenses do not correspond to his income - его расходы не соответствуютего доходам /превышают его доход/

II

[͵kɒrıʹspɒnd] v
переписываться, состоять в переписке

we havenot corresponded for some years - мы не переписываемся уже несколько лет

Apresyan (En-Ru)

correspond
cor·res·pond AW [correspond corresponds corresponded corresponding] BrE

[ˌkɒrə ˈspɒnd] NAmE [ˌkɔ rə sp nd] NAmE [ˌkɑ rə sp nd] verb

1. intransitive to be the same as or match sth

Syn:↑agree , Syn:↑tally

• Your account and hers do not correspond.
• ~ with sth Your account of events does not correspond with hers.
• ~ to sth The written record of the conversation doesn't correspond to (= is different from) what was actually said.

2. intransitive ~ (to sth) to be similar to or the same as sth else

Syn:↑equivalent

• The British job of Lecturer corresponds roughly to the US Associate Professor .
3. intransitive ~ (with sb) (formal) to write letters to sb and receive letters from them

Verb forms :

 
Word Origin :
late Middle English : from Old French correspondre, from medieval Latin correspondere, from cor- ‘together’ + Latin respondere,
from re- ‘again’ + spondere ‘to pledge’ .
 
Example Bank :

• She corresponded regularly with her former teacher.
• The movement of the dot on the screen corresponds exactly with the movement of the control lever.
• The word corresponds roughly in meaning to our ‘homesickness’ .
• Their nursery schools correspond roughly to our infant schools.
• Check that this number corresponds with the one on the document.
• I havecorresponded with him in the past.
• The presence of neutrons explains why the atomic weights of elements do not correspond with their atomic numbers.
• The written record of the conversation doesn't correspond to what was actually said.
• Wages did not rise to correspond with the price increases brought about by the wars.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

correspond
cor re spond AC /ˌkɒrə ˈspɒnd, ˌkɒrɪˈspɒnd $ ˌkɔ rə sp nd,ˌkɑ -/ BrE AmE verb

[intransitive]
[Date: 1500-1600; Language: French; Origin: correspondre, from Medieval Latin , from Latin com- ( ⇨ COM-) + respondere (,
↑respond)]

1. if two things or ideas correspond, the parts or information in one relate to the parts or information in the other:
The two halves of the document did not correspond.

correspond with/to
The numbers correspond to points on the map.

2. to be very similar to or the same as something else
correspond to

The French ‘baccalauréate’ exam roughly corresponds to English A levels.
correspond closely /exactly /precisely to something

The description of these events corresponds closely to other accounts written at the time.

Longman DOCE 5th Ed. (En-En)



3. to write letters to someone and receive letters from them:
For the next three years they corresponded regularly.

correspond with
She stopped corresponding with him after the death of her mother.
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